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48V: An experimental and theoretical paradigm in the middle of the 1f 7Õ2 shell
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An extensive spectroscopic study of48V has been performed using fusion-evaporation reactions to deduce
the decay scheme and to measure transition probabilities through the Doppler shift attenuation method. Ex-
perimental levels were grouped into five bands, labeled with Nilsson configurations. Bands become nearly
spherical approaching band termination. Large-scale shell model calculations were performed, producing re-
sults in very good agreement with the experimental data.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A very interesting situation of the coexistence of spheri
and deformed shapes was discovered recently in nuclei in
middle of the 1f 7/2 shell, in a series of experiments pe
formed at the Legnaro National Laboratories using theg
spectrometer GASP. New information on48Cr @1,2#, 50Cr @2#,
49Cr @3,4#, 47V @4#, and 46V @5# was obtained. An essentia
part of this scientific program was the measurement
B(E2) andB(M1) strengths, in order to investigate colle
tive effects and single-particle features, respectively. For
purpose Doppler shift attenuation method~DSAM! lifetimes
were deduced for many levels using the narrow gate on t
sition below~NGTB! procedure, which avoids the systema
errors due to side feeding@6#. Our attention was focused o
the yrast sequence of levels of both natural and unnat
parities up to the band termination in 1f 7/2

n and 1d3/2
21

^ 1 f 7/2
n11 configuration space, respectively. Prolate or triax

deformation is built at low spin, evolving towards a spheric
shape approaching the band termination.

All of the observed features of the natural-parity leve
were described successfully by large-scale shell mo
~LSSM! calculations in full fp configuration space@7–11#.
Good agreement was also obtained for the negative-pa
levels by including a 1d3/2 hole into the configuration space

It is a natural evolution after discussing the even-ev
cases48Cr and 50Cr and the odd-A cases49Cr and 47V to
extend our comparison to odd-odd nuclei. Odd-odd nu
may provide quite a stringent test for LSSM calculation
because of their particular sensitivity to proton-neutron
sidual interactions.

The N5Z nucleus46V has been recently studied@5#. 48V
proved itself to be richer in experimental information owin
to its strong population in fusion-evaporation reactions, p
viding complementary information to46V.

The available experimental information on the nucle
48V was scarce. The dipole ground-state~g.s.! band was
0556-2813/2002/66~2!/024304~12!/$20.00 66 0243
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known up to spin/parity 131, except for the 101 and 121

levels @12#. No relevant new experimental data have be
reported in the last ten years, save for two tentative level
8285 keV and 8584 keV excitation energy with assignme
(141) and (151), respectively@13#. The low-spin levels of
the g.s. band can be interpreted as built on aKp541 band-
head generated by parallel coupling of thep@321#3/22 and
n@312#5/22 Nilsson orbitals. Recently, the existing expe
mental data have been compared with shell model calc
tions in f 7/2, p3/2, p1/2 configuration space@14#.

The low-lying negative-parity levels were grouped in tw
bands withKp512 and Kp542 up to spins 62 and 82,
respectively@12#. These bands are interpreted to be gen
ated by the parallel and antiparallel couplings of
p@202#3/21 orbital, from the 1d3/2, with a n@312#5/22 or-
bital, following the excitation from the weakly boun
p@202#3/21 orbital to thep@321#3/22 one. Lifetime mea-
surements were previously reported only for some low-ly
states@12#.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The present study of48V was performed using both thin
~self-supporting! and thick ~backed! targets. In the first ex-
periment, the reaction24Mg on 28Si at a 100 MeV beam
energy was used. The target consisted of a 0.4 mg/cm2 28Si
foil. The 3p1n evaporation channel leading to48V was esti-
mated from the present data to have about 25% of the t
fusion cross section. Gamma rays were detected with
GASP array, composed of 40 Compton-suppressed HPGe
tectors and of an 80-element BGO ball acting as ag-ray
multiplicity filter. Light charged particles were detected wi
the ISIS array, composed of 40DE-E Si telescopes. Event
were stored on tape when at least two Ge detectors and
elements of the multiplicity filter fired in coincidence. Sinc
the beam intensity had to be limited because of the h
counting rate in the most forward elements of ISIS, we d
cided to perform the second experiment using GASP onl
©2002 The American Physical Society04-1
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In the second measurement, the inverse reaction28Si on
24Mg at 115 MeV beam energy was employed, thus popu
ing the52Fe compound nucleus at the same excitation ene
as in the first experiment. The beam time was divided in t
parts, using a 0.8 mg/cm2 target backed with 15 mg/cm2 of
gold and lead, respectively. The trigger condition was
same as the previous experiment.

In both experiments, energy and efficiency calibratio
were performed with standard radioactive sources of152Eu,
56Co, and60Co, as well as with firmly assigned narrow line
in 48V @12#.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR THE LEVEL
SCHEME

The level scheme of the nucleus48V deduced from the
present work is shown in Fig. 1. The high-spin part of t
decay scheme has been extended mainly using the dat
from the thin target measurement, using ag-g-g coincidence
cube and ag-g matrix requiring the coincidence with thre
protons detected in the ISIS array.

A total of 24 new levels were observed and 25 new li
times were determined. Observed levels are grouped in
bands. The ground-state band is extended up to the b
termination in 1f 7/2

n space atI p5151. TheKp512 band is
extended up toI p582. Two new structures were observe
The band identified withKp511, which includes already
known low-spin levels up toI p551, has been extended u
to I p5131. The band labeled withKp582 is enterely new
and is observed up to the band terminating stateI p5172 in
the 1d3/2

21
^ 1 f 7/2

n11 space.
In Fig. 2 we show some examples of gatedg spectra,

obtained from theg-g matrix. Unless differently stated, iden
tified lines belong to48V. In Fig. 2~a! the spectrum is ob-
tained by gating on the 61→41 and 71→51 transitions,
both of 627 keV. All transitions of the yrast band, as well
several transitions belonging to other bands, are obse
with high statistics, which allowed cross-coincidence chec
The experimental levels to which we assignI p5141,151 are
in disagreement with those reported in Ref.@13#, where the
statistics were much lower.

In Fig. 2~b! the high-spin part of theKp582 band is
shown by gating on the 152→132 2505 keV transition. The
other signature of the same band is better observed in
2~c! with a gate on the 82→72 806 keV transition, which
also includes some contribution from the 102→92 808 keV
transition.

The thin target data were complemented at low energ
with data from the thick target experiment which were fu
ther used for lifetime measurements, providing also pa
assignments for the new high-spin levels. In Table I
present the results for the ground-state band, while those
the remaining positive-parity levels are shown in Table
The values for negative-parity levels are shown in Table
and those for theE1 linking transitions connecting the band
are presented in Table IV. Branching ratios were deduced
gating on a feeding transition, while for the intensities t
gate was set on lower transitions.

The second positive-parity structure, weakly popula
02430
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and labeled with ‘‘s’’ in Fig. 1, is composed of levels with
spins ranging between 11 and 131. This side structure is
yrast at low spin. It is classified as theKp511 band gener-
ated by the antiparallel coupling of thep@321#3/22 and
n@312#5/22 orbitals. A large signature splitting is observe
TheB(M1) values for the transitions from the lower part
the band towards the yrast states are in general much sm
compared to the intraband transitions. Actually, intense in
bandM1 transitions are observed in spite of their lower e
ergy compared to theM1 transitions connecting to the g.
band. The most enhanced interband transition is thes

1

→61 of 637 keV, which is a factor of 4 retarded with respe
to the 5s

1→4s
1 651 keV intraband transition. While aK clas-

sification for this band appears reasonable at low spin
spite of the large signature splitting, this is not the case
the almost spherical high-spin states.

Concerning the negative-parity levels, to distinguish t
two previously known bands classified asKp542 and Kp

512, the members of the latter are labeled with ‘‘s’’ in Table
III. The bands are well characterized, but they are connec
by a rather strong 7s

2→62 M1 transition, suggesting a con
figuration mixing between the two 72 levels. Only branching
ratios not changing the parity are reported in Table III.

The yrare 82 level is observed at 4073 keV excitatio
energy. An 82 state is expected to be the bandhead o
Kp582 band generated by the excitation of a proton fro
the@202#3/21 orbital to the empty@312#5/22 one and by the
parallel coupling of the four unpaired nucleons. The tw
lowest 82 states at 3980 and 4073 keV excitation ener
have similar decay properties, pointing to a strong mixi
between them, due to their small excitation energy diff
ence. This can be described with a crossing of theKp542

and Kp582 bands. After the crossing theKp582 band
further develops and is labeled with ‘‘t’’ in Table III. Both
signatures of this band are observed up to the band term
tion in the d3/2

21
^ f 7/2

n11 space at 172 and are connected b
strongE2 transitions, as shown by lifetime measurement

No E2 transition connecting the 102 level to the two
lower 82 levels is observed. This could be partially e
plained considering that in a rotor description the stretch
E2 transition decaying to the bandhead is strongly retard
but configuration mixing has to be considered too.

IV. LSSM CALCULATIONS

Large-scale shell model calculations in the fullpf configu-
ration space for the positive-parity levels were perform
with the codeANTOINE @7#, using the KB3G residual inter
action@15#. The predictions obtained with this residual inte
action differ only little in the present case from those usi
the KB3 interaction, reported in previous articles@2–4#. In
Fig. 3 a full comparison of both the experimental yrast a
yrare bands with the LSSM predictions is shown. The agr
ment is excellent in spite of the complexity of the lev
scheme.

Calculations have been performed also for the negat
parity states, allowing a hole in the 1d3/2 orbital and allowing
up to three nucleons to be excited from the 1f 7/2 orbital. As
4-2
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FIG. 1. Experimental decay scheme of the nucleus48V deduced from the present work.
024304-3
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FIG. 2. ~a! g spectrum in coincidence with the
627 keV doublet and with three protons detect
by the ISIS array. Transitions in the ground-sta
bands are labeled with an asterisk. Also the 11

→132
2 523 keV transition is clearly seen.~b! The

same in coincidence with the 82→72 806 keV
line. ~c! The same in coincidence with the 152

→132 2505 keV line. Stars denote lines of th
ground-state band in45Sc, which are coincident
with a line contained in the gate.
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shown in Fig. 4, the agreement is rather good, in spite of
truncation made. The staggering of theKp512 band is well
reproduced. One may observe, however, that theKp582

band is calculated about 500 keV lower than the experim
tal result, while theKp542 band differs by only about 200
keV. The poor agreement for the level energy of theKp

582 band and of high-spin levels in general can be proba
related to the truncation made in the calculations. The th
retical assignment of levels to theKp512 and Kp542

bands above the backbending is rather arbitrary becaus
the large predicted configuration mixing. Notice that the t
bands are already mixed atI p572, as indicated by the in-
traband transitions. TheKp582 assignment to the observe
high-spin band is confirmed by the large calculatedB(E2)
values for theDI 51 transition. The signature splitting i
rather well reproduced at low spins. At higher spins t
agreement becomes worse.

It is interesting to observe that nearly all the levels kno
so far below 3 MeV excitation energy can be arranged wit
the four bands:Kp541, 11, 42, and 12.

In Tables I, II, and III the calculatedB(E2) andB(M1)
reduced strengths are reported, as well as the calcul
branching ratios. In calculatingB(E2) values, the standar
additive effective charge of 0.5 was assumed for both p
tons and neutrons, while the bareg factors were used in
calculating theB(M1) values. The theoretical branching r
tios do not account forE1 decay-out, sinceB(E1) values are
not yet implemented in the code.

V. LIFETIME MEASUREMENTS

For the lifetime measurements, data from the thick tar
experiment were sorted into seveng-g matrices having on
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the first axis the signals from the detectors in rings at 3
60°, 72°, 90°, 108°, 120°, and 146° and on the second a
any of the other 39 detectors.

The programLINESHAPE @16# was modified in order to
implement the NGTB procedure@6#. Shortly, the lifetime is
obtained using an upper coincident transition as a probe
comparing the partly suppressed line shape~lower part of
Fig. 5!, obtained with a narrow gate on the transition to
studied, with the full line shape~upper part of Fig. 5! of the
upper coincident transition. About two-thirds of the lifetime
of 25 states were obtained with the NGTB procedure. T
stopping power tabulated by Northcliffe and Schilling@17#,
corrected for atomic shell effects@18#, was used. More de
tails about the analysis procedure are reported in Ref.@2#,
where also the accuracy of the stopping power is discus

The statistics obtained in the measurement with lead
backing material was more than a factor of 2 lower than t
using gold, but it was important in order to extend the lif
time measurement to the low-lying members of theKp

512 band.

VI. DISCUSSION

A. Ground-state band

An example of NGTB analysis for the positive-pari
yrast band is shown in Fig. 5. It should be noted that mos
the observed transitions have a very pronounced line sh
As reported in Table I and also shown in Fig. 6 for an eas
comparison, the deducedB(M1) rate is very large for the
151→141 transition and shows a staggering down to lo
spins, which is accompanied by a smooth behavior of
4-4
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FIG. 3. Comparison of experimental energi
for the positive-parity levels and LSSM calcu
lated energies using the KB3G effective intera
tion.
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B(E2) values. Such a staggering behavior is an effect rela
to the 1f 7/2

n configuration space. In fact, in this space an ev
bigger staggering is predicted at low spins@19#. In the
present case, configuration mixing dumps the staggering
certain extent. The lifetime of the 101 and 121 yrast states
could not be measured because of the statistics, being m
than two orders of magnitude lower. The correspond
B(M1) values, marked with stars in Fig. 6, were obtained
assuming the theoreticalB(E2) values for the DI 52
branches. This assumption relies on the fact thatB(E2) val-
ues for natural-parity yrast levels are generally well predic
by the LSSM in the middle of the 1f /2 shell. Such reference
values are taken with a conservative 50% error.

Only an upper limit was given for the lifetime of the 141

state. One observes, however, that theB(M1) value of the
transition to the yrast 131 level is about 14 times smalle
than that to the yrare one. Assuming an upper limit of 4mN

2

for the former, an upper limit of 0.3mN
2 for the latter value is

obtained.
From theB(E2) values of lower states we extract a qua

rupole deformation parameterb>0.21, under the assumptio
of a Kp541 band. This value is much smaller than th
observed in48Cr: namely,b>0.3. The discrepancy migh
be explained taking into consideration triaxiality with pos
tive value of g, as suggested for46V @20#, giving rise to
02430
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smallerB(E2) values. Also the observed signature splitti
points to triaxiality.

Few mixing ratios are reported in the literature for t
DI 51 intraband transitions@12#. They are significantly dif-
ferent from zero for the 61→51 199 keV and 81→71 977
keV transitions. The multipole mixing ratio for the former
d50.14(2), giving aB(E2) rate consistent with theory. Th
value for the second transition isd50.34(4), giving rise to a
very large B(E2)5325(60)e2 fm4, in disagreement with
the theoretical expectations. In order to check this point,
g-ray angular distribution of the 977 keV line, gating on th
395 feeding transition, was evaluated, which turned out
have a typical dipole behavior, withudu,0.10.

Calculations succeed in explaining very peculiar face
such as the decay of the yrast 141 level toward the
yrare 13s

1 .

B. Positive-parity sideband

In Table II, the comparison is extended to transitions d
populating the yrare band states. Only the comparison w
theoretical branching ratios is considered because lifet
measurements were not possible, given the low statis
Strictly speaking, the parity of this band is not fully expe
mentally established, but the outstanding agreement w
4-5
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FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 3 for the negative-pari
levels.
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theory is encouraging. The complex decay pattern of
yrare 131 level is well described. Even for this state, whic
is essentially not deformed, the effect of configuration m
ing is decisive. In fact, the branching ratios of the upp
levels are not well predicted in the 1f 7/2

n configuration space
@19#. The complex branching ratios for all transitions in th
band are reasonably well predicted, with a few notable
ceptions. For example, the 5s

1→41 transition was not ob-
served, while it is predicted to have a branching ratio
15%. The calculatedB(M1) value is, however, only
0.057mN

2 and it is not surprising that small values can ha
large relative errors. It is also a success of the LSSM, the
that the branching ratio of the 10s

1→9s
1 is predicted to be

very small, in agreement with the experimental limit. Unfo
tunately, there is no experimental estimate of the deforma
of the positive-parity sideband at low spins, but in virtue
the excellent LSSM predictions for the level energies, on
encouraged to rely on the theoretical predictions for the
duced rates. Calculations show that theB(E2) values are
consistent with a deformation similar to that of the g.s. ba
The stretchedE2 branches are predicted to be small beca
of the enhancement of the competingM1 transitions. The
stretched interbandB(E2) values, which are not reported
would be in every case less than 1e2 fm4, indicating the
validity of the K selection rule.
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FIG. 5. NGTB analysis for the 91→71 1371 keV transition,
using the 1681 keV line as a probe.
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TABLE I. Results for the ground-state positive-parity band in48V. Transitions in brackets were not observed. Theoretical branches
than 0.5% are set to 0. ExperimentalB(M1) with asterisk were calculated using the theoretical value ofB(E2) for theDI 52 E2 branch.

Transition

Eg

Expt.
~keV!

Eg

SM
~keV! Int

BR
Expt.
~%!

BR
SM
~%!

t
Expt.
~ps!

B(E2)
Expt.

(e2 fm4)

B(E2)
Th.

(e2 fm4)

B(M1)
Expt.
(mN

2 )

B(M1)
Th.

(mN
2 )

5→4 427.8~4! 490 100 100 100 8.8~14!a 216 0.12~2! 0.172
6→4 627.2~3! 704 110 57~5! 60 108~9!a 67~8! 52
6→5 199.3~2! 213 87 43~5! 40 300~120! 198 0.039~5! 0.032
7→5 826.5~3! 875 3 2.0~3! 1 0.60~15!b,c 40~13! 60
7→6 627.4~4! 662 160 98.0~3! 99 146 0.45~11! 0.536
8→6 1604.2~4! 1765 42 46~3! 57 0.31~5!b,c 117~17! 116
8→7 976.6~4! 1103 50 54~3! 43 65 0.080~20! 0.075
9→7 1371.4~4! 1438 110 55~3! 55 0.80~12!c 124~16! 140
9→8 394.9~4! 335 91 45~3! 45 91 0.50~8! 0.597
10→8 1918.5~8! 2046 3.5 22~5! 24 120
10→9 1523.5~8! 1711 26 78~5! 76 44 0.10~5!* 0.227
10→8s ~941! 1027 - ,2 0 4.2
11→9 1680.3~4! 1819 120 97.0~6! 98 0.52~6!c 115~15! 132
11→10 157.0~4! 108 3.6 3.0~6! 2 37 0.65~15! 0.660
12→10 2064.0~8! 2233 3.6 33~6! 40 91
12→11 1908.4~8! 2175 9 54~6! 48 20 0.10~5!* 0.043
12→10s ~1246! 1463 - ,2 0 0.2
12→11s 646.0~8! 748 1.8 13~4! 12 2.6 0.252
13→11 1937~1! 2172 92 100 100 0.28~4! 106~15! 104
13→12 ~28! 112 - ,3 0 23 0.748
13→11s ~674! 860 - ,3 0 0.2
14→12 ~2280! 2350 - ,4 3 16
14→13 2252~1! 2305 11 85~3! 86 ,0.10 0.3 0.07–0.3 0.198
14→12s ~1161! 1372 - ,3 0 28
14→13s 522.8~8! 638 1.9 15~3! 10 23 .0.60 1.32
15→13 2469~1! 2700 23 88~2! 92 0.17~4! 38~9! 46
15→14 217.1~5! 388 3.6 12~2! 8 13 3.3~9! 2.71
15→13s ~739! 1057 - ,3 0 16

aReference@12#.
bOnly the partner was analyzed.
cAlso NGTB procedure.
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C. Negative-parity states

Examples of line shapes are shown in Figs. 7, 8, and 9
the three negative-parity bandsKp542, Kp512, and Kp

582, respectively. The upper members of theKp512 band
are very broadened so that the standard analysis is more
venient, as shown in Fig. 8. Lifetime measurements allow
the assignment ofM1 character to some dipole transition
As in previous papers@3–5#, the recommended upper lim
of 331024 Weisskopf unit~W.u.! was assumed for theE1
strengths@3#. Assuming a parity change, theE1 strengths for
the 9→82 415 keV, 10t→92 808 keV, and 9t→82 508 keV
transitions would be too large, being, respectively,5(1)
31023, 4(1)31023, and 2.0(5)31023 W.u. We thus as-
sign negative parity to the decaying levels. Both negati
parity bandsKp512 andKp542 have little signature split-
ting, which suggests small triaxiality. They can be describ
at low spin with a deformation parameterb.0.26, giving
rise to a shape coexistence between bands of different pa
as observed for other nuclei such as the neighbor47V @4#. As
shown in Table III, satisfactory agreement is obtained
02430
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FIG. 6. Reduced transition rates for the yrast positive-pa
states in48V, compared with the theoretical predictions. Stars re
to M1 values normalized to theoreticalB(E2) values of theDI p

52 branches, as discussed in the text.
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TABLE II. Results for the positive-parity sideband in48V. Transitions in brackets were not observed. Theoretical branches less than
are set to 0.

Transition

Eg

Expt.
~keV!

Eg

SM
~keV! Int

BR
Expt.
~%!

BR
SM
~%!

t
Expt.
~ps!

B(E2)
Expt.

(e2 fm4)

B(E2)
Th.

(e2 fm4)

B(M1)
Expt.
(mN

2 )

B(M1)
Th.

(mN
2 )

2s→4 308.3~1! 193 9 100 10 260~60!a 29.1~2! 24
1s→2s 112.4~1! 72 3.5 100 ,1400 352 3.01
4s→4 613.4~1! 578 0.17 89~2! 89 21.6~11!a 62~25! 27 0.009~1!a 0.009
4s→5 185.5~1! 118 0.02 11~2! 10 23 0.045~8!a 0.035
4s→2s ~305! 385 - ,5 1 125
3s→4 764.9~1! 618 - 44.1~22!a 50 0.1 0.26
3s→2s 456.7~1! 425 - 53.8~22!a 49 96 1.56
3s→1s ~344! 350 - ,2 0 126
3s→4s 151.7~2! 40 - 2.2~3!a 1 56 1.09
5s→4 ~1264! 1142 - ,5 14 0.5 0.057
5s→4s 651.2~2! 564 0.17 79~5! 66 41 1.90
5s→3s ~499! 524 - ,5 0 164
5s→5 ~836! 681 - ,5 5 0.1 0.058
5s→6 637.3~2! 447 0.04 21~5! 15 3.6 0.459
6s→4s ~1137! 1228 - ,6 2 96
6s→5 1322~1! 1346 0.56 85~6! 87 36 0.32
6s→6 ~1124! 1112 - ,5 1 2.2 0.008
6s→5s 486~1! 665 0.10 15~6! 10 30 0.77
7s→5 ~2334! 2235 - ,6 5 8.4
7s→5s ~1438! 1553 - ,6 6 109
7s→6 2076~1! 2000 0.21 26~5! 38 8.2 0.031
7s→7 1448~1! 1373 0.09 11~4! 4 5.2 0.010
7s→6s 953~1! 889 0.50 63~6! 47 21 0.371
8s→6s ~1459! 1447 ,10 13 116
8s→7 1955~1! 1932 0.40 39~7! 7 15 0.004
8s→7s 507~1! 559 0.30 28~6! 32 45 0.979
8s→8 ~979! 902 - ,10 7 0.2 0.028
8s→9 584~1! 562 0.35 33~7! 41 3.2 0.842
9s→7s ~1665! 1714 - ,10 6 61
9s→8 ~2137! 2057 - ,15 14 1.2 0.013
9s→8s 1158~1! 1155 0.2 55~7! 55 3.2 0.316
9s→9 1742~1! 1716 0.2 45~7! 25 1.5 0.043
10s→9 2343~1! 2255 2.0 86~9! 78 6 0.082
10s→8s ~1759! 1693 - ,6 1 13
10s→9s ~601! 538 - ,6 0 0.05 0.007
10s→10 818~1! 666 0.2 9~2! 13 7.4 0.324
10s→11 662~1! 500 0.1 5~2! 7 3.2 0.327
11s→9s ~1201! 1253 - ,5 0 24
11s→10 1418~1! 1381 0.5 20~6! 12 1.7 0.098
11s→11 1262~1! 1215 1.5 60~8! 76 7.0 0.904
11s→10s 600~1! 715 0.5 20~6! 11 43 1.154
12s→11 3028~2! 2941 0.3 12~3! 0 0.6 0.001
12s→12 ~1119! 978 - ,7 7 1.9 0.145
12s→13 1092~1! 866 0.6 16~4! 15 6.3 0.347
12s→10s ~2365! 2441 - ,5 8 42
12s→11s 1766~1! 1726 1.6 72~8! 70 17 0.369
13s→12 ~1759! 1680 - ,5 1 0.6 0.002
13s→13 1730~1! 1568 1.0 30~5! 31 3.2 0.063
13s→11s 2404~1! 2428 0.5 15~5! 24 46
13s→12s 639~1! 702 1.8 55~6! 43 ,0.20 30 1.74

aReference@12#.
024304-8
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FIG. 7. NGTB analysis for the 62→52 712 keV transition,
using the 776 keV transition as a probe.

FIG. 8. Standard DSAM analysis for the 7s
2→6s

2 644 keV tran-
sition observed at 60° and 120°.
02430
these two bands below the 82 levels. It is noticeable that the
B(M1) strength of the 7s

2→62 interband transition is cor-
rectly predicted. Disagreement occurs for the transitio
from the two lower 82 levels. This is due to the large calcu
lated negative-energy offset for theKp582 band, splitting
the two levels with a reduced configuration mixing. The co
sequent energy inversion is suggested by the theore
B(E2) values. On the contrary, the two lower 92 states are
apparently not strongly mixed, as the decay from the yr
112 proceeds mostly to the yrare 92, while two similar
B(E2) values are predicted for its decay to two lower mix
92 states. Poor agreement is obtained near the band cros
while agreement is restored above the 102 level. TheB(M1)
values are correctly predicted for theKp582 band: i.e., to
be small, save for transitions approaching the band term
tion, as shown in Table III. A similar behavior was observ
also in the unnatural parity side band in47V and has to be
related to the alignment of all spins at the band terminati

It is particularly worth noticing the good reproduction o
the decay of the 172 yrast level, which is the band termina
tion in 2d3/2

21
^ 1 f 7/2

n11 configuration space. An anomaly is
however, observed: theB(E2) value of the 162→142 2731
keV transition is predicted to be very small, in disagreem
with a description as an intraband transition. We note t
two close-lying 142 levels are predicted, which may inte
fere.

Reduced transition rates, before and after the band cr
ing, are displayed in Fig. 10.

D. E1 transitions

Finally, in Table IV severalE1 strengths are presente
which could be determined for the transitions depopulat

FIG. 9. Standard DSAM analysis for the 11t
2→9t

2 1317 keV
transition observed at 60° and 90°.
4-9
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TABLE III. Results for the negative-parity sidebands in48V. Gammas in brackets were not observed. Theoretical branches less than
are set to 0.

Transition

Eg

Expt.
~keV!

Eg

SM
~keV! Int

BR
Expt.
~%!

BR
SM
~%!

t
Expt.
~ps!

B(E2)
Expt.

(e2 fm4)

B(E2)
Th.

(e2 fm4)

B(M1)
Expt.
(mN

2 )

B(M1)
Th.

(mN
2 )

2s→1s 226.3~1! 172 9.0 92~2! 100 24.9~26!a 378 0.120~14! 0.214
3s→1s 537.2~1! 573 0.5 5~1! 7 4.5~11!a 195~61! 218
3s→2s 310.8~1! 401 8.0 89~3! 93 190 0.378~95! 0.306
4s→2s 812.4~2! 941 1.1 15~3! 14 1.4~4!b,c,d 248~86! 304
4s→3s 501.7~1! 540 7.0 85~3! 86 82 0.274~79! 0.351
5s→3s 1006.2~3! 1062 1.0 35~5! 30 1.1~3!b,c,d 253~95! 298
5s→4s 504.7~3! 540 6.1 65~5! 70 45 0.264~64! 0.391
6s→4s 1221.1~3! 1150 1.5 28~5! 33 0.28~4!b,c 301~69! 342
6s→5s 717.1~4! 628 5.3 72~5! 67 15 0.397~64! 0.371
7s→5s 1362~5! 1207 1.5 30~5! 31 0.19~4!b,c 275~74! 258
7s→6s 643.6~4! 579 2.1 35~6! 32 5.2 0.393~106! 0.327
7s→6 1026.1~6! 1112 2.1 35~6! 37 33 0.090~24! 0.091
8s→6s 1581.3~6! 1456 1.1 46~6! 35 0.12~4!b,c 316~113! 290
8s→7s 937.4~6! 877 1.4 54~6! 65 1.0 0.312~110! 0.484
5→4 586.5~4! 581 19 91~2! 100 0.86~10!b 380 0.299~36! 0.190
6→4 1299.3~4! 1462 1.2 6.8~13! 10 0.32~3!b,c 49~22! 82
6→5 712.4~4! 881 15 86.6~15! 90 376 0.423~44! 0.502
7→5 1489.0~4! 1461 4 22~4! 24 0.20~2!b,c 122~24! 174
7→6 775.7~4! 580 11 71~4! 76 326 0.430~46! 0.593
8→6 1582.3~4! 1571 4 30~4! 51 0.22~3!b,c 112~19! 38
8→7 806.4~4! 718 9 68~5! 45 19 0.335~43! 0.163
8→7s 558~1! 186 11 2.1~6! 4 46 0.030~9! 0.040
9→7 ~1222! 1139 - ,5 46 1.3~2!b,c,d ,11 73
9→8 414.5~4! 421 4 57~4! 24 143 0.349~59! 0.099
9→8t 323~1! 148 0.4 5~2! 30 1.3 0.065~27! 0.266
8t→6 1676~1! 1571 1.6 38~5! 29 0.14~4!b,c 167~52! 140
8t→7 898.9~5! 991 3.0 62~5! 71 220 0.349~103! 0.580
9t→7 1406.4~5! 1294 3 34~5! 31 0.56~7!b,c 90~17! 67
9t→8 600.0~4! 576 2 27~4! 21 23 0.127~25! 0.081
9t→8t 507.7~4! 303 1.5 20~4! 42 15 0.155~36! 0.271
9t→7s 1158.2~5! 762 0.2 2.7~6! 6 16~5! 36
10t→8 ~1224! 1186 - ,5 4 0.40~10! 43
10t→8t ~1132! 912 - ,5 1 12
10t→9t ~623! 610 - ,5 13 6 ,0.03 0.121
10t→9 807.9~5! 764 4 95~2! 82 136 0.242~60! 0.363
11t→9 1502~1! 1271 0.4 6~2! 74 0.9~1! 7~2! 105
11t→9t 1317.0~4! 1116 3 55~7! 26 125~21! 71
11t→10t 693.4~8! 506 0.8 13~3! 0 105 0.024~6! 0.001
12t→10t 2130~1! 2170 2.1 100 92 0.17~3! 109~19! 80
12t→11t ~1437! 1664 - ,10 8 54 ,0.01 0.007
13t→11t 2046~1! 1902 0.5 100 100 0.13~2! 175~27! 184
13t→12t ~608! 239 - ,4 0 98 ,0.08 0.002
14t→12t 2576~2! 2612 0.5 100 100 ,0.08 .90 96
14t→13t ~1968! 2374 - ,8 0 96 0.002
15t→13t 2505~2! 2225 1.5 100 100 ,0.08 .100 120
16t→14t ~2731! 2311 - ,10 0 3
16t→15t 2194~1! 2459 1.0 50~20! 100 8 0.371
17t→15t 2832~2! 2804 1.1 80~10! 63 81
17t→16t 638~1! 345 0.3 20~10! 37 5 2.322

aReference@12#.
bOnly the partner line was analyzed.
cAlso NGTB.
dValue using the target with lead backing.
024304-10
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negative-parity levels towards positive-parity levels. Th
are in general much retarded with respect to the upper l
of 331024 W.u. The fastest is the 11t

2→10s
1 929 keV tran-

sition, which is calculated to have anE1 strength of 2.0(4)
31024 W.u.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

A detailed spectroscopic investigation for the nucleus48V
is presented. The observed levels are grouped in five ba
classified withKp541, 11, 42, 12, and 82, respectively,
which are labeled with Nilsson configurations. The similar
with 46V should be noticed, where also five bands of simi
nature have been observed@5#. The major difference betwee
46V and 48V is that in 46V both the unpaired neutron an
proton occupy the same@321#3/22 orbital, while in 48V the
last neutron occupies the@312#5/22 one. This implies that in
the N5Z nucleus46V the 1d3/2 hole is 50% a proton and
50% a neutron excitation. On the other hand, the unnatu
parity bands in48V originate from a proton hole in the 1d3/2
orbital.

In 48V two positive-parity bands withKp541 and 11

originate, while in46V they haveKp531 and 01, respec-
tively. Similarly, the excitation of a nucleon from thed3/2

@202#3/21 orbital to the next available orbital gives rise
46V to Kp532 and 02 bands, which should be compare
with theKp542 and 12 partners in48V. Finally, in 46V the

FIG. 10. Reduced transition rates for the negative-parity st
in 48V, compared with theoretical predictions. Solid squares
experimental values and open squares are the predictions, foKp

512, Kp542, andKp582 bands, respectively.
s

02430
y
it

ds,

r

l-

excitation from the@202#3/21 orbital to the first empty or-
bital, followed by the parallel coupling of the four unpaire
nucleons, gives rise to aKp572 band, while in48V a Kp

582 band is obtained.
In 48V all of the observed spectroscopic quantities f

positive-parity states are in excellent agreement with LS
calculations in fullpf configuration space. The decays fro
the spherical high-spin states do not obey theK selection
rules. The agreement of the calculated reduced transi
rates for the negative-parity levels is reasonably good, c
sidering the truncation of the model space. The theoret
description of levels fails around the region of band cross
between theKp542 andKp582 bands.
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TABLE IV. Results forE1 transitions in48V.

Transition
Eq

~keV! Int
BR
~%!

t
~ps!

W.u.
(1025)

1s
2→21 210.3~1! 6.5 66~7! 3924~87!a 1.5

1s
2→11 97.7~1! 3.5 34~7! 6.5

2s
2→21 436.6~1! 0.5 4.9~9! 24.9~26!a 1.7

2s
2→11 324.3~1! 0.3 3.1~8! 2.7

3s
2→41 1056.1~4! 0.5 5~2! 4.5~11!a 3.1

42→41 1099.2~4! 20 96.1~9! 6.5~6!a 8.2
42→51 671.2~4! 0.9 3.9~9! ’’ 1.5
52→41 1685.3~4! 1.9 9.1~17! 0.86~8! 1.6
62→61 1771.2~4! 1.1 6.6~11! 0.32~3! 2.7
72→61 2547.4~6! 1.2 6.5~2! 0.20~2! 1.5
92→81 2164.4~4! 0.3 3.8~9! 1.3~2! 0.2
92→91 1769.3~4! 2.5 35.5~30! ’’ 3.6
92→8s

1 1185.4~5! 0.1 0.7~3! ’’ 0.2
9t

2→81 2349.5~6! 1.9 17~4! 0.56~4! 1.7
10t

2→91 2578~1! 0.2 5~2! 0.40~10! 0.5
11t

2→101 1747~1! 0.3 5.0~9! 0.9~1! 0.8
11t

2→10s
1 929~1! 1.1 19.8~40! ’’ 20

aReference@12#.
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